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The propagation and transport of electrons in crystals is the most fundamental process 

pertaining to the functioning of most electronic devices. Microscopic theories describe 

this phenomenon based on the motion of Bloch wave packets
1
. They are localized in the 

reciprocal space with a group velocity given by the dispersion of the electronic band 

structure near the central wavevector k0 of the wave packet. This concept has been 

verified experimentally in superlattices by the observation of Bloch oscillations
2
, i.e. 

periodic oscillations of electrons in real and reciprocal space. Here, we present a direct 

observation of electron wave packet motion in a real-space and real-time experiment, on 

length and time scales shorter than the Bloch oscillation amplitude and period. We 

show that attosecond metrology
3
 now enables quantitative insight into weakly disturbed 

electron wave packet propagation on the atomic length scale without being hampered 

by scattering effects, which inevitably occur over macroscopic propagation length 

scales. We use sub-femtosecond extreme ultraviolet (XUV) light pulses
2,4

 to launch 

photoelectron wave-packets inside a tungsten crystal which is covered by few-angstrom-

thick magnesium films of variable thickness
5
. Probing their moment of arrival at the 

surface with attosecond (1 as = 10
-18

 s) precision reveals free-electron-like, ballistic 

propagation behavior inside the adlayer material - the semi-classical limit of Bloch 

wave-packet motion. Real-time access to electron transport through atomic layers and 

interfaces affords promise of unprecedented insight into phenomena of pivotal 

importance for scaling electronic and photonic circuits towards atomic dimensions. In 

addition, our experiment sheds light on the atomic-scale screening of optical fields at 

solid interfaces and allows for determining the penetration depth of electrical fields on 

this exact length-scale. 
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A detailed microscopic understanding and control of electronic and optical properties of 

solids depends on our ability to access the dynamics of electrons on atomic time and length 

scales. Tracking the propagation of electrons in real time requires the ability to pinpoint their 

position at a rate comparable to the time on which interactions with other electrons and the 

crystal lattice may affect their trajectories inside the material. In a classical picture, the upper 

bound for the necessary temporal resolution is therefore the time it takes the electrons to 

travel the several-Angstrom distance between neighbouring atoms. This implies transit times 

well below 1 femtosecond even for kinetic energies as low as ���� ~1 eV. Previous time-

resolving studies on electron propagation in condensed matter employed laser-based 

spectroscopic techniques to reveal ballistic currents and drift motion of charge carriers6-9. 

Restricted to the pico- and femtosecond time scale, they are capable to probe carrier 

dynamics averaged over several hundreds of nanometers. In contrast, the experimental 

approach demonstrated here offers quantitative real-time access to electron transport on the 

inter-atomic length scale. 

 

Figure 1 illustrates the basic principle of the experiment. Attosecond XUV light pulses 

generate Bloch electron wave-packets with energies significantly above the vacuum level. 

Electron wave packets with a sufficiently large momentum component along the surface-

normal direction z contribute to the photoelectron current reaching the time-of-flight detector 

(TOF). Conventional photoelectron spectroscopy is restricted to measure energy and 

momentum distributions of photoelectrons. We additionally capture the temporal profile of 

the photoemission process by having the ejected electrons interact with the controlled few-

cycle electric field of a visible/near-infrared (VIS/NIR; 500 – 1000 nm; in the following 

simply referred to as NIR) laser pulse phase-locked to the ionizing XUV pulse. As this field 

modifies (“streaks”) the momentum of a photoelectron in proportion to the laser vector 
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potential ��(�, 
) at the instant t the electron enters the NIR field3,11, the temporal profile of 

the electron wave packet leaving the sample is mapped onto its final momentum distribution. 

Full streaking spectrograms obtained by recording these laser-modulated electron-energy 

distributions as a function of delay ∆t between the XUV and the NIR pulse are therefore 

highly sensitive to the spatio-temporal characteristics of both the photoelectron wave packet 

and the streaking laser field on angstrom length and the attosecond time scale12.  

 

Direct (time-domain) access to these electronic and optical wave packets promises a unique 

insight into the photoelectric effect13, including underlying electron propagation and 

phenomena as fundamental as dielectric screening of light fields at solid surfaces. Here we 

show that this can be achieved by combining state-of-the-art attosecond timing metrology 

(chronoscopy)3,10-12 with sample engineering on the angstrom level5,13.  

 

When excited from Bloch states inside the crystal to positive-energy states14, photoelectrons 

are not immediately exposed to the streaking field as the latter is screened at the surface. 

Therefore, the time delay associated with the propagation of the respective Bloch wave 

packets towards the surface ( included in both the quantum-mechanical one-step14 and the 

semi-classical three-step15,16 description of photoemission) is encoded in the streaking 

spectrogram12. Differences in the propagation time of electrons ejected from different initial 

Bloch states manifest themselves as a temporal offset between the respective streaking 

traces10-12 (cf. Fig. 1a). Previous studies on single crystals revealed a considerable time delay 

between the emission of core-level and conduction band (CB) photoelectrons from the 

transition metal W(110)10, whereas such a delay was found to be absent in the photoemission 

from the free-electron metal Mg(0001)11. Theoretical models have addressed different 

contributions such as the band structure of the material10,17,18, the spatial characteristics of  
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the initial-state wave functions19-22, elastic and inelastic scattering effects10,23, and the 

screening behavior of the laser field at the surface20,23,24 to the photoemission time delays 

measured by attosecond streaking. In order to isolate the atomic-scale electron propagation 

process from this multitude of disparate effects, we investigate hybrid metallic samples 

consisting of a controllable number, n, of magnesium (Mg) adlayers on a tungsten W(110) 

crystal13,25 (see Fig. 1a and supplementary information, SI, for details) and contrast the 

measured time shifts with electron transport calculations. 

 

In our experiments, XUV pulses with a duration of about 450 as carried at a photon energy of 

ħωXUV = 118 eV simultaneously generate photoelectrons from core states of the substrate 

(W4f) and adlayer (Mg 2p), as well as from the energetically overlapping CB states of both 

materials (Fig. 1b). A representative streaking spectrogram for n = 4 Mg adlayers on W(110) 

is shown in Fig. 2a. Despite the significant attenuation of the tungsten substrate 

photoemission due to inelastic scattering in the Mg overlayer, the streaked W4f and CB 

photoemission lines are well discernible. They are also sufficiently separated from each other 

and from the Mg2p line over the entire range of XUV-NIR delays, ∆t, which guarantees an 

accurate quantitative analysis of their relative emission dynamics10-12. In what follows, we 

reference the emission times of the W4f and CB electrons to the Mg2p emission from the Mg 

overlayer and denote the resultant relative delays as ∆τ[4f - 2p] and ∆τ[CB - 2p], 

respectively.  

 

We begin with an analysis of ∆τ[4f - 2p] because the involved photoelectrons originate from 

atomic-like states that are entirely localized in the W(110) substrate or the Mg overlayer. This 

allows unambiguous interrelation of the measured time shifts and the well-defined 

propagation distances in the Mg adlayer systems, which may not perfectly apply to CB 
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electrons due to the delocalized character of the CB initial-state wave functions20-22. Relative 

time shifts ∆τ[4f - 2p] extracted with a robust quantum-mechanical fitting scheme10-12 (see 

SI) from streaking spectrograms at different Mg coverages are summarized in Fig. 3a (blue 

diamonds). They reveal a distinct monotonic increase of ∆τ[4f - 2p] with the number of Mg 

adlayers n - reaching 215 ± 20 as for a 10.4 Å (n = 4) thick Mg film. We verified this trend 

using a more illustrative analysis that compares the first moments of the streaked W4f and 

Mg2p energy distributions as a function of ∆t (Fig. 2b, see SI).   

 

The simplest description of the electron propagation is to consider ballistic motion of the 

centroid of a Bloch wave packet as a free point-like electron in one-dimension26. For the Mg 

layers, ∆τ[4f - 2p] is then dominated by the average propagation time τ4f of the 4f wave 

packets traveling at a group velocity � = 	 ��(�)
ħ��

|����. Due to the free-electron-like band-

structure of Mg11,27, we have ≈ �2���� ��⁄  . The kinetic energy of the photoelectrons inside 

the Mg layer amounts to ���� ~	93 eV (photon energy ħωXUV = 118 eV, binding energy of the 

4f electrons Eb ~32.5 eV, Fermi energy of bulk Mg EFermi ~7 eV) leading to an average group 

velocity of v4f ≈	0.057 Å/as. We therefore expect τ4f – which is the upper limit for ∆τ[4f - 2p] 

– to increase almost linearly with the number of Mg adlayers n according to τ4f ≈ n × d/v4f ≈ n 

× 45 as, where d = 2.6 Å is the interlayer spacing of the epitaxial Mg films13. A linear fit to 

the experimental data of Fig. 3a yields a delay of ~42 as per adlayer. The good agreement 

between experiment and model prediction provides conclusive evidence for the atomic-scale 

ballistic propagation of the 4f electrons being the microscopic origin of the observed time 

shifts in the spectrograms and corroborates free-electron-like transport in Mg. 

 

This interpretation is substantiated by electron transport simulations23 of the ballistic motion 

of the W4f, Mg2p and CB electrons in the Mg/W(110) systems. Generally, time delays 
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obtained from such transport calculations are sensitive to i) the average group velocities of 

the electrons at the relevant energies, ii) their energy-dependent inelastic mean free path  

λ(Ekin) in the traversed materials and iii) the spatio-temporal profile of the streaking field near 

the surface23. The average group velocities can be deduced from electronic structure 

calculations 10,18 and all relevant values of λ(Ekin) are known from synchrotron experiments11 

or theory28. As a consequence, our experiments open the possibility to explore the spatial 

variation of the laser field’s ��(�) component normal to the surface (z axis) on an angstrom 

length scale. 

 

Screening at metallic surfaces becomes effective near the so-called image plane ��� located 

about half layer spacing outside the center of the topmost atomic layer29,30. As our method 

probes the optical near-field at the metal-vacuum interface, the commonly used Fresnel 

equations based on macroscopic properties of target components with perfectly sharp 

interfaces cannot be applied. Instead, a phenomenological exponential decay ��(�, 
) =

��� (! !"#)/% of the surface-normal component of the field inside the material appears to be 

a reasonable assumption19,24. We therefore modelled the impact of different screening lengths 

&, i.e. the length scale on which the stepwise prediction of the Fresnel formula does not 

apply, on the time delays ∆τ[4f - 2p] by 1D electron transport simulations (see SI). The time 

delays ∆τ[4f - 2p] predicted by this simple model as a function of n and & are plotted  as 

green lines in Fig. 3a. Apparently, only the range 0 ≤ & ≤ 3 Å is compatible with the 

experiment and the associated error bars, indicating a screening within one atomic layer of 

Mg. 

 

To scrutinize the origin of this rapid interfacial screening, we employ time-dependent density 

functional theory (TDDFT)31 to calculate ��(�, 
) for the Mg/W(110) systems. The surface-
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normal component of the incident laser field induces a polarization charge layer at the metal 

surface which shields the interior of the solid against the external electric field. The centroid 

of the induced screening charge density (CD) defines the exact position ��� of the image 

plane, which marks the microscopic onset of the local screening process30 (see Fig. 3b). Both 

the positions ���
(�) and the width &(�) of the induced screening charge are found to be almost 

independent on the number n of Mg layers. The key finding is that the laser field is already 

fully screened at the plane defined by the center of the atoms of the topmost layer for all 

Mg/W(110) systems, in agreement with the conclusion drawn from the comparison of our 

experimental data with the phenomenological modelling. 

 

Finally, we incorporate the abrupt screening of the streaking field at the surface revealed by 

TDDFT in a full 3D streaking simulation23 of the electron propagation in Mg/W(110) (see SI  

for a detailed description). Similar to the above-mentioned 1D model, wave packet 

propagation is simulated by the transport of an ensemble of point-like charges taking 

stochastic inelastic and elastic scattering events into account. The time delays ∆τ[4f - 2p] 

predicted by these calculations (red squares in Fig. 3a) are in good agreement with the 

experiment. 

 

Compared to the core-level photoemission time delay ∆τ[W4f - 2p] , the temporal shift of the 

conduction band emission ∆τ[CB - 2p] (Fig. 3c) is distinctly smaller and exhibits a strikingly 

different dependence on the number of Mg adlayers. A detailed analysis of ∆τ[CB - 2p] 

within electron transport models is complicated by different (spectrally unresolved) 

contributions of W(110)- and Mg-derived states to the joint CB feature at ���� ≈ 115 eV. 

However, by weighting the excitation probabilities from these different initial states 

according to their atomic photo-excitation cross sections (see SI), we achieve good overall 
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agreement with the experimental results, and correctly reproduce the vanishing ∆τ[CB - 2p] 

time delay for bulk Mg11. This suggests that our approximate treatment of the Bloch wave-

packet propagation and the dielectric screening response remains valid also for more 

delocalized initial electronic states – at variance with recent predictions24,25. 

 

We emphasize that ∆τ[CB - 2p] for n =1 is overestimated in our transport model and lies 

outside the experimental error margin.  A deviation from the semi-classical model appears 

likely for the Mg/W(110) monolayer system, since strong mixing of band states at the 

interface may lead to a deviation of the initial-state band structure and excitation cross-

sections from their bulk characteristics25. A detailed discussion of this phenomenon is beyond 

the scope of the present study, but indicates the potential of attosecond photoelectron 

spectroscopy to probe interfacial hybridization between electronic states directly in the time 

domain and is a first example of applying this technique on phenomena not being accessible 

to a semi-classical description. 

 

This work extends the realm of attosecond spectroscopy to the direct observation of atomic-

scale propagation and damping of electronic and optical wave packets at solid surfaces.  The 

resultant insight into attosecond temporal and – simultaneously – angstrom spatial 

dimensions opens the door for understanding and exploring electron transport phenomena on 

the atomic scale and the dielectric response of solids at optical frequencies. Applied to 

overlayer materials with non-free-electron-like positive-energy states, such a study will shed 

light on whether stationary band-structure can be used to predict atomic-scale electron 

propagation on ultra-short time scales. Extrapolation of coverage-dependent streaking 

spectroscopy to the sub-monolayer regime will provide access to absolute photoemission 

times and possible intrinsic (atomic) retardation effects in the photoemission process. Beyond 
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addressing these fundamental questions, attosecond electron transport chronoscopy may 

prove instrumental in advancing electronic and photonic circuits towards atomic dimensions.  
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Figure 1| Spatio-temporal dynamics in attosecond photoemission from Mg/W(110). a 
Principle of the experiment: photoelectrons are launched in a tungsten W(110) crystal and a 
few-angstrom-thick magnesium (Mg) overlayer by a ~450 as XUV pulse, and are detected in 
ultra-high vacuum (UHV) with a time-of-flight (TOF) analyzer. At the surface, the arrival 
times of electrons released from different initial states are probed by streaking their 
associated electron energy distributions with a 2·1011 W/cm2 strong electric field delivered by 
a sub-5 fs broadband p-polarized VIS/NIR laser pulse. Relative time delays ∆τ developing 
during the propagation of the photoelectrons to the metal-vacuum interface are detected as 
temporal shifts between their laser-dressed energy distributions. The time shifts ∆τ are 
sensitive to the atomic-scale electron transport characteristics (quantified by the inelastic 
mean free path λ; only indicated for the W4f electrons), the Mg overlayer thickness and the 
screening behavior of the laser field at the solid-vacuum interface. b Schematic energy-level 
diagram for the probed electronic transitions. The central XUV photon energy of ~118 eV 
allows the simultaneous excitation of Mg2p, W4f and the joint conduction band (CB) states. 
A background-corrected photoelectron spectrum of n = 4 adlayers Mg on W(110) in the 
absence of the laser field is shown as black solid line.   
 

 

 

 

Figure 2| Attosecond time-resolved photoemission from Mg/W(110). a Representative 

streaking spectrogram for n = 4 Mg adlayers. All photoelectron spectra are corrected for the 

inelastic electron background signal. Strength of CB and W4f signals are magnified by a 

factor 6 for better visibility. b Exemplary timing analysis of the Mg2p and W4f core-level 

electrons: first moments calculated from their respective kinetic energy distributions are 

shown as crosses (red: Mg2p; blue: W4f) as a function of NIR-XUV delay ∆t. A global fit of 

the resultant streaking traces to a parameterized waveform for the NIR vector-potential (solid 

lines) reveals a relative time shift ∆τ[4f - 2p], which can be identified with the time delay 

occurring during the release of the electrons from the metal surface. Insets illustrate the 

evolution of ∆τ[4f - 2p] for 0 < n ≤ 4. Regions exhibiting the largest gradient of the streaking 

field (corresponding to the highest temporal resolution) are highlighted. An analogous 

evaluation of ∆τ[CB - 2p] is presented in the supplementary information. 
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Figure 3| Atomic-scale photoelectron transport and screening of the incident light field. 

a Time delays ∆τ[4f - 2p] between the release of W4f and Mg2p electrons extracted from a 

large set of streaking spectrograms with different numbers of Mg adlayers are shown as blue 

diamonds. Error bars denote full standard deviations and are obtained by averaging 

measurements performed under similar experimental conditions. Fractional adlayers 

correspond to dispersed 2D islands (on top of a completed Mg layer) that coalesce upon 

further Mg deposition. Green lines are time delays predicted by our 1D simulation of the 

photoelectron release dynamics for different screening lengths δ assuming an exponentially 

decaying normal component of the incident NIR streaking field at the metal-vacuum interface 

according to ��(�, 
) = ��� (! !"#)/%. The light-green shaded area highlights the screening 

scenarios compatible with the experiment. Red squares indicate time delays derived from a 

full 3D electron transport model (red line is a guide to the eyes). b Upper panel: illustration of 

the different screening scenarios for ��(�, 
) considered in a on the example of n = 2 Mg 

adlayers on W(110). The red line is the spatial variation of ��(�, 
) at the interface predicted 

by TDDFT. Lower panel: snapshot of the NIR-induced charge density (CD) at the metal-

vacuum at the maximum of the laser pulse derived by TDDFT (magenta line). The position of 

the dynamic image plane ��� is indicated as black solid line. The lattice potential (averaged 

parallel to the crystal surface) employed in the DFT calculations is shown as dotted black 

line. c Comparison of time shifts ∆τ[CB- 2p] measured between the emission of CB and 

Mg2p electrons with time delays predicted by the 3D electron transport model.  
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